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LIFE LESSONSfrom TINY TEACHERSFrom three-year-old Abbyâ€™s struggle with life-threatening

cancer to seventeen-year-oldMargieâ€™s role as a guardian angel, each of Dr. Chuck Dietzenâ€™s

young patients has taughthim a special lesson about living his own life to the fullest. He feels as

though the greatestgift he can give anyone is access to his patients.Pint-Sized Prophets shares

poignant, heartfelt and often humorous moments betweenDr. Chuck Dietzen and the patients he

has treated around the world as a pediatricrehabilitation doctor and founder of the international

health organization, Timmy GlobalHealth. Each moment he shares holds a key to unlocking the

mystery of living a fuller andmore purposeful life. Join him on this journey that will undoubtedly touch

the heart andsoothe the soul.
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I'm so glad that Marie Kennedy told me about this wonderful book. Dr. Chuck Dietzen shares many

of his experiences caring for children as well as the wisdom he has gained from those experiences.

This is the kind of book to keep handy so you can read it more than once and ponder the many

pearls of wisdom contained in this gem!

I gave this book five stars for inspirational, understandable, real world content. It's engaging and

easy to read. It speaks of one man's hopes and actions to affect change in the lives of children who

are marginalised, and the people around them. It's a book of hope and humor and heart. Dr. Chuck



is a real person, a down to earth person who is living his dream passionately. We should all be so

blessed!

One of the most inspiring books I have ever read. My son is one of Dr.Chucks campers, and I have

had the chance to get to know him. 100% genuine, humble, people you could ever meet. If not only

the medical community but humans in general could have just a 1/10 of his compassion the world

would be a better place.

No other book will touch your heart and challenge your spirit like this one. It should be required for

all medical and divinity students! It is a first-hand account of the most remarkable experiences of a

physician who has dedicated his life to special-needs children around the world. His specialty is

reaching beyond traditional health care methods, medicines, and procedures to reach the needs of

the inner child, and to discern and satisfy his or her most deeply held needs. His book takes you

personally into his special practice, offering stories about individual patients who left profound

spiritual impressions on him. This book starts with his childhood dreams of caring for ill and injured

animals, and it takes you through more than twenty years of his kind of patient caring around the

globe. You may long to have all your physicians and surgeons treat you his way!

Dr. Chuck gets to the heart of the matter with his awe-inspiring, personal stories! I am so struck by

how he is truly using his life to fully glorify God by truly loving his neighbor and and doing all he can

to be a true physical, emotional and spiritual healer. As he says, we are all called to be healers! So,

so inspirational!

Amazingly inspirational. Once you start reading, you will definitely want to keep reading all the way

through the end.
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